
29Aug16 - Congressman Gosar: I offer my 2 cents!

Open letter from a great American:

Congressman Gosar:

Thank you for standing up for our America and its oh so disrespected Constitution.  All of our 
Elected officials should be standing up for our constitution and our God given rights, liberties and 
freedoms for our Constitution.  

If they do not wish to do then they should be removed from their position immediately.  Our 
Constitution is our Law of the Land and it is this Constitution that did lead to our country's 
prosperity and the respect from many countries and this is the reason Why we do need Border 
Control for all of our legal immigrants are being taken advantage of along with the American 
Citizens.  

Now, one thing that defintely needs to be done is the restoration of our Organic Constitution.......I 
am sure you know what happened back in Lincoln's Day....If you do not know then it is your duty 
to research and to then work with all of your colleagues and that would include our New President 
Trump…….

Are you with Trump?  

For many, many of us believe that we surely do not want this election to be considered the LAST 
HURRAH, so to speak.  Every, Every, precaution should be in place regarding the honest for the 
upcoming election for President…..

If there are machines that have been tampered with, they must be removed......Paper Ballots and 
not paper ballots and then put them through a computerized machine.  We just should not be 
sitting around talking about a RIGGED ELECTION....we must stop it before the election process 
begins.  

All of the Federal Elected Officials should be working with all State Legislatures to combat this 
problem of a dishonest election, for it is taking away again, our Rights, Liberties and Freedoms.  
We cannot allow such action within our country.  Please start on the band wagon with your 
colleagues and working with Mr. Trump to Stop the Rigging NOW.

It is oh so gratifying to hear one of our Elected Officials to be honoring our Constitution in the way 
that you have within this newsletter, but as the saying goes, "Actions Speak Louder that Words."  
We need Actions to save our Country.  

Thank you for your time and attention.  God Bless our America.  May God's Blessing flow within 
your life and all of your loved ones lives.

Sincerely,  S

Scannedretina editor: - Permit me to interject:

Mr. Gosar, dare you even think of disrespecting the wishes and aspirations for America from this 
true, dedicated American who is hoping against all odds people like you will do the right thing?

I hope she is right. I really hope I am wrong and you really intend to do your part to fix the criminal 
fraud perpetrated against Americans by members of Congress for a very long time. Maybe even 
the beginning of our nation.

28Aug16 – A Stark Look At the Reality that has been 
Hidden for over 150 years

arnie, just one of the people.

From: "Congressman Paul Gosar" <Rep.Paul.Gosar@mail.house.gov>
To: blueislandbobsue@comcast.net
Sent: Monday, August 29, 2016 8:28:10 PM
Subject: The Gosar Review: Defending the Constitution

Our Constitution is the cornerstone of our Republic and is the greatest governing document in 
history. At the conclusion of the Constitutional Convention in 1787, one of our greatest founding 
fathers, Benjamin Franklin, was asked what kind of Government the Constitution gave us, “a 
Republic or a Monarchy?”

“A Republic,” Franklin replied, “If you can keep it.”

How true Franklin’s words were and how prophetic they have proven to be.

As your Congressman, it is my duty to support and defend the Constitution and to protect our 
Republic. When I took office, I took the following oath:

“I, Paul Gosar, do solemnly swear that I will support and 
defend the Constitution of

of?   “OF...?" Mr. Gosar...?  
“OF?" 

Don't you mean "FOR?"
Alicia Lutz-Rolow/ Leonard Harview wrmltd: EXPOSED!!!!! The 
misrepresented corporate constitution; by-laws of the corporation; 
not the law of the land! Fraud Visiates ALL!!!!

the United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic; 
that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; that I 
take this obligation freely, without any mental reservation or 
purpose of evasion; and that I will well and faithfully 
discharge the duties of the office on which I am about to 
enter. So help me God”

obama is CEO of the mostly foreign owned 
corporation

I took that oath as a solemn vow to the American people that I would honor the Constitution of the 
United States, and I strive every day to uphold my promise.

Mr. Gosar…please get busy…you have a lot of work to complete before November...

IRS – Fraud on the People – Congress is responsible!

Of course you will have to dissolve the illicit corporation on whose board you 
sit…

And immediately institute lawful representative elections so that finally the vote 
of the people counts…and not how the off-shore criminal impersonators count 
the vote of the people...

Operation Green light

Increasingly, our constitutional liberties have been under attack from progressives who view the 
Constitution as a “living document.” While I believe that the application of our laws must adapt as 
society changes and modernizes, I do not believe that the fundamental freedoms promised to us 
in the Constitution should ever be abandoned. We have a process to amend the Constitution, and 
that process is intentionally difficult.

Your real honesty is in question when you make statements like the above.

Americans or subversives – There is no “left!” 
There is no “right”

The Founders labored to come up with our original Constitution and rightly believed that future 
sessions of Congress should solemnly reflect when seeking to amend it. For this reason, they set the 
bar extremely high for a constitutional amendment to pass. As such, the document has only been 
amended 27 times in our nation’s history.

Excuse me Mr. Gosar…how many were actually lawfully

Georgia, the Lawful State: MEMORIAL TO 
CONGRESS — 14th and 15th AMENDMENTS 
DECLARED VOID

“I will not attempt to discover whether legislation is ‘needed’ before I have first determined whether it 
is constitutionally permissible.”
—Sen. Barry Goldwater.

First and foremost, I consult our Constitution. I believe our Constitution is a sacred charter that, 
along with strong biblical values, made our nation great. I ask, "does the Constitution allow this? Or, 
"does the Constitution prohibit this." My office has been singled out for going "above and beyond" the 
call of duty when discussing the constitutional basis for my bills.

Kudos Mr. Gosar…Kudos indeed… And here are your guidelines and instructions.

Congressional Manual: How our laws are made.

I call your attention to page seventeen-

You know Mr. Gosard as hard as I searched I 
never found such a statement in: 
Obamacare not a law! How would you prefer we 
handle this fraud upon the American people?

And while we are addressing such a matter Mr. 
Gosard, please enlighten me as to how approval is 
consummated by a fiduciary who signs off on behalf 
of his constituents, when he has never read the bill?
Isn’t that a breach of trust and fiduciary 
responsibilities? Is that not a very serious matter for 
a trustee…Mr. Gosard?

Public Service is a Public Trust…These are the rules by which public 
servants must comply!

I believe in an originalist interpretation of the text of the Constitution, and I believe that courts 
have placed an improper emphasis on the precedents of prior Courts instead of basing their 
judgments on the text of the Constitution. Courts sometimes get cases dreadfully wrong and 
create law from the bench, as the Supreme Court did in Dred Scott v. Sandford and Roe v. Wade. 
It is the responsibility of the Court to interpret the Constitution rather than to rely on wrongly 
decided cases as settled law.

As part of this originalist interpretation, I believe that we should maintain a proper separation of 
powers among the three branches of our federal government. Our Founders wisely included a 
system of checks and balances in our Constitution to prevent any branch of government from 
becoming too powerful.

You know Mr. Gosard, while what you think personally is pretty important to you as an 
individual, may I point out that as a representative of the people, your duty is to represent 
your constituents!  On that basis do you really believe your opinion personally counts any 
more than any one of your constituents?  You are certainly not that arrogant are you?

Our first president, George Washington, actually feared a return to British-style monarchical rule 
so much that he refused to run for a third term. He understood well that the separation of powers 
would be a safeguard against tyranny. Since the days of Washington, presidents have greatly 
expanded the powers of the executive branch through the use of executive orders, and the 
Supreme Court has usurped many of the lawmaking functions of Congress.

First Mr. Gosard, shall we set the record straight...

George Washington was not the first president of the United States -- it was John Hanson?

Then let’s also put into proper perspective…Was America anything more than one 
more British Crown? Well according to this researcher---Dean Henderson

Populist founding fathers led by John Adams, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison 
and Thomas Paine- none of whom were Masons- wanted to completely severe ties 
with the British Crown, but were overruled by the Masonic faction led by 
Washington, Hamilton and Grand Master of the St. Andrews Lodge in Boston 
General Joseph Warren, who wanted to “defy Parliament but remain loyal to the 
Crown”. 

St. Andrews Lodge was the hub of New World Masonry and began issuing Knights 
Templar Degrees in 1769. [2] 

General Joseph Warren

All US Masonic lodges are to this day warranted by the British Crown, whom
they serve as a global intelligence and counterrevolutionary subversion
network.
 
Their most recent initiative is the Masonic Child Identification Program (CHIP). 
According to Wikipedia, the CHIP programs allow parents the opportunity to create 
a kit of identifying materials for their child, free of charge. The kit contains a 
fingerprint card, a physical description, a video, computer disk, or DVD of the 
child, a dental imprint, and a DNA sample.

The Role of the Mason’s in corrupting the American society..

23Aug16 – CROWN AGENTS USA INC – Masons or 
Bar Members or BOTH?

"The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the 
states, are reserved to the states respectively, or to the people." -Tenth Amendment to the United 
States Constitution I am a firm believer that if the Constitution does not explicitly delegate powers 
to the federal government, the issues

  "Should be?"
How about "Shall be?"

reserved to the states.In most cases, state and local governments are much more equipped to 
deal with these issues. 

I will seek to ensure that our federal government returns to a limited 
government by honoring the context and the spirit of the Tenth Amendment organic 
Constitution in its lawful entirety.   

May I remind you Congressman Gosard, 
to do less is treason!

As your Congressman, I will fight to reclaim the lawmaking responsibility of the legislative branch 
and ensure that the proper separation of powers is maintained.

Reclaim nothing Congressman…while on your watch you breached the public trust!
You and your associates have always been in control of the other two branches as the 
only lawful representatives of the people. But the members of Congress permitted the 
usurpation and in doing so once more breached the public trust and committed treason 
once more.

It is a little late Congressman Gosar…8 years too late…Such capital crimes demand 
serious consequences.

A sidebar:
A very dear and respected friend chided me fairly recently when I climbed on your frame for 
similar claims of good guy activities. Because of my tremendous respect for my friend, I gave 
you a lot more room to prove yourself---Perhaps I judged you too harshly.

Judge Anna has given me the distinction of being a “blammer” as she called me. And it looks 
as though she was right. I have a serious defect in my character in that I feel we must hold 
people accountable. And as I view the situation, those who are criminally complicit and play 
the role of a good guy are the worst type of deceitful offenders.

By now my dear friend must be pretty embarrassed…Right now he is looking pretty much 
like our friend below...

the egg is all over his face. And as for you Congressman, it really is too bad you 
decided to do the right thing for the right reasons 8 years too late.  

Aside from you still being with us Congressman...The following people might also still 
be alive today. 

 

A man called Scalia

Finicum Assassination – 
America’s Liberty at Stake!

obama and brown colluded 
To assassinate Finicum?

Benghazi…It is about 
MURDER not Security…

Honor ALL American Heroes!

 (Congressman Gosar pictured with the assassinated Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia.)
Click HERE to read more about what I am doing as your Representative to uphold and defend the 
United States Constitution. 

As always, you can follow everything I am working on in Arizona and Washington, D.C. through 
my website (http://gosar.house.gov) on Twitter @RepGosar, through Facebook at Rep. Paul 
Gosar or on Instagram at RepGosar.

Sincerely,

Paul A. Gosar, D.D.S.
Member of Congress

arnie, just one of the people.
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056

Provided as a public service…courtesy of the scannedretina

A resource for the people.
For the adults in the room.
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